
About   

HTML
CSS
Sass
JavaScript
ES6+
Bootstrap
JQuery
VueJs
Git
Ajax
Api
Web Protocols
SEO

Languages

Skills

Projects

HBT(Template Engine)
HBT is a HTML Bundler & Template Engine. hbt give you superpowers of
modern SPA frameworks while being a complier and bundler.
VISIT SITE

CareerShop(Template Builder)
CareerShop is built on top of HTB. User can select a template and input their
data and base on that CareerShop will build a resume or a portfolio website
for them. It uses hbt to compile template with user data and it also converts
them to PDF file for resume and generates a ZIP file for portfolio site.
VISIT SITE

Location

Lalbagh, Dhaka

Hello I'm Shuvo a Web Developer with over three years on
experience. I've strong JavaScript(ES6/ES7+) expertise. I've
dedicated hundreds of hour learning JavaScript and understanding
its weird parts like closure, this keyword, runtime, higher order
functions, tagged template literals etc
READ MY ARTICLES
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Shoppy(E-commerce)
Shoppy is a fully functional pwa ecommerce frontend made with Vue. It's fully
responsive and has multiple theme.
VISIT SITE

Jello(Trello clone)
A complex web app with multiple CRUD functionality. You can create multiple
boards put notes in boards and drag and drop them between boards.

Formable(Google Forms Clone)
Formable is a google forms clone. Made with ReactJS and Firebase. You can
create account,  forms, share forms, users can fill them and a lot more.
VISIT SITE

Math Race(Multiplayer | Socket.io)
A multiplayer game where you move forward my sovling Math Eqations. It uses
socket.io to reflect changes in realtime.
VISIT SITE

CSS-Tools(Chrome Extension)
A Chrome Extension to visually create complex multilayer shadows, fancy border
radius and transforms while interacting with page elements in real time. It also
spits out code that you can copy paste in your project.
VISIT GITHUB

VISIT GITHUB

VISIT GITHUB
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https://hbt-doc.netlify.app/
https://0shuvo0.github.io/shadowvis/
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100014040721089
https://www.youtube.com/c/AngleBrace
https://github.com/0shuvo0
https://dev.to/0shuvo0
https://dev.to/0shuvo0
https://0shuvo0.github.io/shoppy
https://formable-gfc.netlify.app/
https://math-race123.herokuapp.com/
https://github.com/0shuvo0/css-tools-ext
https://github.com/0shuvo0/math-race
https://github.com/0shuvo0/trello-clone


More Projects

Professional experience

Punchline

ProTyping(Typing game but for Programmers)

AlgoVis(BFS & DFS Visualizer)

SortVis(Sorting algorithms Visualizer)

Fiverr

Freelancer

ProTyping is a typing game but specifically made for programmers. You'll get some small code snippets that you
have to type out before the timer runs out. It also has features like code completion, syntax highlighting and a lot
more.

Algovis is a tool to visualize breadth first search and depth first search. You can add nodes and create a graph
the way you want then perform search and it will animate the graph/visualize the used algorithm for you. It also
has two premade graph.

SortVis is a tool to visualize sorting algothms. Currently it supports three sorting algorithms which are bubble
sort, insertion sort and quick sort

I work as a Frontend Developer at Fiverr. I have successfully completed over 25 projects on Fiverr with all Five
Star ratings from client all over the world. My client are always really happy with my work and they provides
great feedback. I also have reached Level 1 on it(As you grow on Fiverr you get various levels). Although I can
do Full-Stack Development, I like Frontend more which is why I chose to work as a Frontend Developer.

Recently I have also started working on Freelancer.com as well. And so far I a also have all 5 Star reviews of
Freelancer as well

VISIT SITE

VISIT SITE

VISIT SITE

VISIT PROFILE

VISIT PROFILE

It's not what you have or what you know that matters rather
what you can accomplish with what you know/have is what

matters.

CubeSlider(Library)CubeSlider(Library)
A javascript library to create awesome 3D CSS cube based flexible and easy to
use responsive image sliders.
A javascript library to create awesome 3D CSS cube based flexible and easy to
use responsive image sliders.
VISIT SITEVISIT SITE

https://0shuvo0.github.io/protyping
https://0shuvo0.github.io/algovis/
https://0shuvo0.github.io/algovis/
https://www.fiverr.com/mdshuv0
https://www.freelancer.com/u/mdshuvo0
https://cubeslider.netlify.app/
https://cubeslider.netlify.app/

